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INTRODUCTION 
The Community and its Member States are contracting parties to the 
International Convention on the Harmonized Commodity Description 
s the Harmonized System (HS). When the and Coding System, known a 
HS comes into force on 1 January 1988 
and its 
the Classification of Goods 
t it will, for the Community 
Member States, supplant the Convention on Nomenclature for 
c-i-f -i r t i n  r> -f K n n H c -in CuStOOIS T a r i f f s ( C C C N ) . ι n 
W i t h t h e C o u n c i l R e g u l a t i o n on t h e C o m m o n C u s t o m s T a r i f f , a d o p t e d 
on 28 June 1968, and the Regulation on the nomenclature of goods 
for external trade statistics of the Community and statistics of 
trade between Member States (Nimexe), adopted on 24 April 1972, 
the Community and its Member States have been using two compatible 
but distinct product nomenclatures for the separate purposes of 
tariffs and statistics. 
From 1 January 1988 a single nomenclature of goods known as the 
Combined Nomenclature (CN) will apply to both. Just as the CCT 
and Nimexe were based on the Customs Cooperation Council 
Nomenclature (CCCN), the CN is based on the HS. Furthermore, the 
sub-headings, of which there are some 9500, form an eight-digit 
coding system in which the first six digits correspond to the HS 
code. The CN will be used for the collection of data, processing 
of results, and dissemination of statistics of the Community's 
trade with non-member countries and trade between Member States. 
The Combined Nomenclature is annexed to Council Regulation No 
2658/87 (EEC) of 23 July 1987 on the tariff and statistical 
nomenclature and the common customs tariff (0J No L 256 of 7 
September 1987) which brings it into effect. 
Statistics users will find the full list of Council and Commission 
regulations, constituting the corpus of Community statistical 
legislation on international trade in the third edition of the 
User's Guide, to be published in early 1988. 
The Statistical Office of the European Communities (EUROSTAT) 
presents in this Series E "Methods" for theme 6 "External Trade" 
the following publications which shall help the user to understand 
and use correctly the nomenclatures drawn on by the SOEC in its 
printed publications, microfiches, COMEXT data bank and magnetic 
tapes : 
EXTERNAL TRADE 
Nomenclature of goods 
Correlation between NIMEXE 1987 and CN 1988 
Volume 1: Correlation tables NIMEXE 1987 to CN 1988 
Volume 2: Correlation tables CN 1988 to NIMEXE 1987 
Volume 3: Minimum stable aggregates CN 1988 to NIMEXE 1987 
These volumes should facilitate comparison of results published 
before the end of 1987 under NIMEXE and those published 
subsequently under CN. 
Combined Nomenclature (CN) 1988 
Volume 4: Correlation tables: CN to SITC rev. 3, NACE and other 
working nomenclatures 
Volume 5: Correlation tables: SITC rev. 3, NACE and other working 
nomenclatures to CN 
Volume 6: Notes on CN confidentiality 
Volume 7: Notes on SITC Rev. 3 confidentiality 
Also an internal document is being made available to users, on 
request, containing the short texts which are self-explanatory and 
are used by EUROSTAT in publishing the statistics of the 
Community's external trade and trade between Member States. 
Finally a general remark should be made: 
The texts and tables contained in these volumes cannot be regarded 
as having any legal force whatsoever. Although every possible 
care has been taken in their preparation and publication, they are 
still no more than tools for interpreting statistical results and, 
as such, are undoubtedly open to improvement and even correction 
as experience of the Combined Nomenclature grows. These documents 
must not therefore be quoted by suppliers of data, particularly 
with regard to the data collection stage to justify the inclusion 
of a particular type of goods under a specific sub-heading of the 
Combined Nomenclature. 
The nomenclatures and texts are introduced in the SABINE database 
of EUROSTAT. They are available on tape as well. For orders and 
conditions see the "User's Guide of external trade statistics". 
The nomenclatures of the external trade are m 
C "External trade, ACP and non-member countri 
databank by Division C2 "Production". 
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EXPLANATORY NOTES 
EXTERNAL TRADE 
Nomenclature of goods 
Correlation between NIMEXE 1987 and CN 1988 
Volume 1 
Correlation tables NIMEXE 1987 to CN 1988 
This list gives all the NIMEXE headings in numerical order. For 
each NIMEXE heading we provide the list of equivalent CN codes. 
CN headings which relate to more than one NIMEXE heading are 
preceded by the prefix "EX". 
Volume 2 
Correlation tables CN 1988 to NIMEXE 1987 
This list gives all the CN headings in numerical order presented 
by CN chapters. For each CN heading we provide the list of 
equivalent NIMEXE 1987 codes. NIMEXE headings which refer to more 
than one CN heading are preceded by the prefix "EX". 
Volume 3 
Minimum Stable Aggregates (MSA) CN 1988 to NIMEXE 1987 
This list provides all the smallest CN 1988 and NIMEXE 1987 
aggregates for which trade may be compared between the two 
systems without any estimates having to be made. 
There is also a statistic on the number of codes and 
relations presented as follows: 
IJJ When the CN and NIMEXE relation have only one single heading, 
this means that the NIMEXE heading corresponds exactly to the 
CN heading (one-to-one relationship). Trade can be compared 
directly. 
NIMEXE 0 ■0 Combined Nomenclature 
Exemple : 
NIMEXE 87 010111(1 Relation) = NC 88 01011100 (1 Relation) 
1 position NIMEXE 87 + 1 position NC 88 = 2 codes 
= 1 relation 
When NIMEXE has one heading and the CN group has n headings, 
this means that there is a breakdown due to greater detail in 
the CN (one-to-n relationship). Trade under the NIMEXE 
heading can be compared with total trade under the various CN 
heacHnns. di g  
NIMEXE 1 
1 
2 Combi ned 
Nomenclature 
Exemp le: 
NIMEXE 87 020176 (3 relations) = NC88 02061099 (1 
NC88 02062100 (1 
NC88 02062990 (1 
1 position NIMEXE 8 7 + 3 positions NC 88 = 4 
= 3 
relation) 




|T| When the CN has one heading and the NIMEXE group has n 
headings, this means that there is greater aggregation due to 
a simplification in the CN (n-to-one relationship). Total 
trade under the NIMEXE headings can be compared with trade 
under the CN heading. 
NIMEXE 
1 
2 1 Combined 
Nomenclature 
Exemple: 
NIMEXE 87 050310 (1 relation) = NC88 05030000 (2 relations) 
050390 (1 relation) 
2 positions NIMEXE 8 7 + 1 position NC88 = 3 codes 
= 2 relations 
When NIMEXE and the CN both have more than one heading, only 
the totals can be compared (m-to-n relationship). 
NIMEXE 
1 
2 Combi ned 
Nomenclature 
For any more detailed comparisons, estimates are necessary 
Exemp le: 
NIMEXE 87 051200 (1 relation) = NC88 05080000 
051520 (1 relation) = NC88 05119190 






3 positions NIMEXE 8 7 + 4 positions NC88 = 7 
= 6 
posi ti ons 
relations 
The summary tables of NIMEXE-CN / CN-NIMEXE equivalence 
provide an at-a-glance guide to the transposition by qivinq 
the number of NIMEXE or CN aggregates and headings which 
belong to each of the categories described here (where two or 
more headings of the same nomenclature are grouped together, 
the breakdown into different sub-totals is also g i v e n ) . 
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INTRODUCTION 
La Communauté et les Etats memores sent Darti es contractantes a 
la Convention internationale sur le Système Harmonisé de 
désignation et de codification des marchandises, ait "Système 
Harmonisé" (en abregé SH), qui doit entrer en vigueur le 1er 
janvier 198S et se substituer pour eu:·:, à cette date, à la 
Convention sur la Nomenclature pour la classification des 
marchandises dans les tarifs douaniers (NCCD) . 
Depuis l'adoption par le Conseil du règlement relatif au tarif 
douanier commun (TDC), le 28 juin 1968, et du règlement relatif à 
la nomenclature des marchandises pour les statistiques du 
commerce extérieur de la Communauté et du commerce entre ses 
Etats membres (NIMEXE), le 24 avril 1972, la Communauté et les 
Etats membres recouraient à deux nomenclatures de produits, 
compatibles mais distinctes, pour satisfaire, d'une part, à leurs 
besoins tarifaires et, d'autre part, à leurs besoins 
statistiques. 
A partir du 1er janvier 1988, ils appliqueront une nomenclature 
des marchandises, dite Nomenclature Combinée (en abrégé N O , qui 
remplira à la fois leurs exigences tarifaires et leurs exigences 
statistiques. Comme la nomenclature du TDC et de la NIMEXE 
étaient basées sur la nomenclature du Conseil de coopération 
douanière (NCCD), ainsi la Nomenclature Combinée se fonde-t-elle 
sur la nomenclature du SH. En outre, ses sous-positions, au 
nombre de 9 500 environ, s'insèrent dans un système de codage à 
huit chiffres, dont les six premiers correspondent au code SH. 
Ainsi structurée, la Nomenclature Combinée sera utilisée pour la 
collecte des données, l'élaboration des résultats et la diffusion 
des statistiques du commerce de la Communauté avec les pays tiers 
et du commerce de ses Etats membres entre eux. 
La Nomenclature Combinée est annexée au règlement (CEE) n° 
2658/87 du Conseil, du 23 juillet 1987, relatif à la nomenclature 
tarifaire et statistique et au tarif douanier commun (J.Q. n° 
L 256 du 07.09.1987), qui l'instaure. 
L'utilisateur de statistiques trouvera la liste complète des 
règlements du Conseil et de la Commission qui constituent la 
législation statistique communautaire en matière de commerce 
international dans la troisième édition du "Guide de 
l'utilisateur", à paraître au début de l'année 1988. 
Pour faciliter la compréhension et l'emploi des nomenclatures 
auxquelles l'Office statistique des Communautés européennes 
(EUROSTAT) a recours dans ses publications imprimées, ses 
microfiches, sa banque de données COMEXT ou les bandes 
magnétiques qu'il diffuse, il publie dans la Série E "Méthodes" 
sous le Thème 6 "Commerce extérieur" les brochures suivantes: 
10 
COMMERCE EXTERIEUR 
Nomenclature des marchandises 
ÇQQÇQC9ÍQÇ? entre la NIMEXE 1987 et la NÇ 1988 
Volume 1 : Tables ae concordance NIMEXE 1987: NC 1988 
Volume 2 : Tables de concordance NC 1988: NIMEXE 1987 
Volume 3 : Agrégats stables minimums NC 1988: NIMEXE 1987 
Ces volumes devraient faciliter la comparaison entre les 
résultats publiés jusqu'en 1987 selon la NIMEXE et ceux qui 
seront publiés à partir de 1988 selon la NC. 
Nomenclature Combinée _(NÇ)_ Ì988 
Volume 4 : Tables de concordance NC: CTCI rev.3, NACE et autres 
nomenclatures de travail 
Volume 5 : Tables de concordance CTCI rev.3: NC, NACE: NC et 
d'autres nomenclatures de travail: NC 
Volume 6 : Notes concernant la confidentialité NC 
Volume 7 : Notes concernant la confidentialité CTCI rev.3 
En outre un document interne peut itre mis à la disposition des 
usagers contenant les libellés - abrégés et "auto-explicatifs" 
- qui seront utilisés par 1'EUROSTAT pour la publication des 
statistiques du commerce extérieur de la Communauté et du 
commerce entre ses Etats membres. 
Enfin, une remarque générale doit @tre faite. Il ne doit ni ne 
peut être attribué aux textes et aux tables dont se composent ces 
volumes une quelconque valeur juridique. Certes, on s'est efforcé 
d'obtenir de leur rédaction et de leur agencement le plus de 
rigueur possible: ils n'en restent pas moins des outils destinés 
à l'interprétation de résultats statistiques et ils restent 
susceptibles comme tels des améliorations et même des corrections 
que la pratique de la Nomenclature Combinée ne manquera pas de 
mettre en lumière. Ces textes et tables ne sauraient donc être 
invoqués par les redevables de l'information pour justifier, 
notamment au niveau de la collecte des données, le classement 
d'une marchandise sous une sous-position déterminée de la 
nomenclature tarifaire et statistique. 
Les nomenclatures et les tables de concordance sont chargées dans 
la base de données SABINE de 1'EUROSTAT. Ils sont également à la 
disposition des utilisateurs sur bande magnétique. Pour les 
conditions de commande voir le "Guide de l'utilisateur" du 
commerce extérieur. 
11 
Les nomenclatures des statistiques du commerce extérieur sont 
gérées par la direction C "Statistiques du commerce extérieur, 
ACP et pays tiers"; la banque SABINE est mise à jour par le 
service C2 "Production". 
Renseignements sur les M. Poot Tel: 4301-3529 
nomenclatures: Mme Graffilier Tel: 4301-4352 
Commande d'exemplaires Mme Libouton Tel: 4301-2975 
supplémentaires et de Mlle Dozy Tel: 4301-3154 
bandes magnétiques Mme Majerus Tel: 4301-3017. 




Nomenclature des marchandises 
Concordance entre la NIMEXE 1987 et la NC 1988 
Volume 1 
Tables de concordance NIMEXE 1987: NC 1988 
Cette liste reprend classé par chapitre NIMEXE l'ensemble des 
positions NIMEXE 1987 dans l'ordre croissant. Pour chaque 
position NIMEXE, nous fournissons la liste des codes NC qui sont 
en concordance. Les positions NC qui sont en relation avec 
plusieurs positions NIMEXE sont précédées de la mention "EX". 
Volume 2 
Tables de concordance NC 1988: NIMEXE 1987 
Cette liste reprend classé par chapitre NC l'ensemble des 
positions NC dans l'ordre croissant. Pour chaque position NC, 
nous fournissons la listes des codes NIMEXE 1987 qui sont en 
concordance. Les positions NIMEXE qui sont en relation avec 
plusieurs positions NC sont précédées de la mention "EX". 
Volume 
Agrégats stables minimums .(ASMI NC 1988:. NIMEXE 1987 
Cette liste fournit l'ensemble des plus petits agrégats de 
produits NC 1988 et NIMEXE 1987 pour lesquels le commerce peut 
être comparé entre les 2 systèmes sans recourir à aucune 
estimation. La liste reprend l'ensemble des codes NC 88 dans 
l'ordre croissant. Chaque code est suivi du nombre de relations 
avec lequel il est lié à l'autre nomenclature. 
En même temps une statistique sur le nombre de positions et de 
relations en cause est présentée comme suit: 
13 
Cl] Lorsque ies couples NC et NIMEXE sont tous les deux 
d'effectif 1, cela signifie que la position NIMEXE 
correspond exactement à la position NC (la relation est 1 â 
1). Le commerce peut être compare directement. 
NIMEXE Nomenclature Combinée 
Exemple: 
NIMEXE 87 010111 (1 relation) = NC 88 01011100 (1 relation) 
1 position NIMEXE 87, 1 position NC 88 = 2 codes 
= 1 relation 
C2] Lorsque l'effectif de la rubrique NIMEXE est égal à 1 et 
l'effectif du groupe NC an, on est en présence d'un 
éclatement dû à une spécialisation de la NC (la relation est 
1 à n). Le commerce de la position NIMEXE peut être comparé 











NIMEXE 87 020176 (3 relations) NC 88 02061099 (1 relation) 
NC 88 02062100 (1 relation) 
NC 88 02062990 (1 relation) 
1 position NIMEXE 87 + 3 positions NC 88 = 4 codes 
= 3 relations 
C3] Lorsque l'effectif de la rubrique NC est égal à 1 et 
l'effectif du groupe NIMEXE à n, on est en présence d'un 
regroupement dû à une simplification introduite par la NC 
(la relation est n à 1). Le total des commerces des 









NIMEXE 87 050310 (1 relation) = NC 88 05030000 
(2 relations) 
050390 (1 relation) 
2 positions NIMEXE 87 + 1 position NC 88 = 3 codes 
= 2 relations 
[4] Lorsque les effectifs sont tous les deux pour la NIMEXE et 
la NC supérieurs à 1, seuls les totaux peuvent être comparés 





Pour toute comparaison plus fine, des estimations sont 
nécessaires. 
Exemple: 
NIMEXE 87 051200 (1 relation)=NC 88 05080000 (2 relations) 
051520 (1 relation)=NC 88 05119190 (2 relations) 
051500 (4 relations)=NC 88 05119910 (1 relation) 
NC 88 05119990 (1 relation) 
3 positions NIMEXE 8 7 + 4 positions NC 88 = 7 positions 
= 6 relations 
15 
Les tableaux résumés de la concordance NIMEXE-NC et NC-NIMEXE 
permettent une analyse rapide de la transposition. Ils 
fournissent en effet le nombre d'agrégats et de positions NIMEXE 
ou NC qui appartiennent à chacune des catégories décrites ici 
(dans le cas où plusieurs positions de la même nomenclature sont 
regroupées, le détail constitué de différents sous-totaux est 
également fourni). 
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16 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0020 01041090 1 
0026 01059920 1 
0027 01059930 1 
0028 01059950 1 
0029 01060010 1 
0030 01060020 1 
010431 1 
0021 01042090 1 010439 1 
0022 01051910 1 010520 1 
0023 01051100 1 010530 2 
01051990 1 
0024 01059100 1 010591 1 



























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































23 32 35 
19 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 









































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























































































































0115 02090011 1 020501 1 
25 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































2 8 11 19 18 
0134 02109031 1 020678 1 
0135 02102010 1 020684 1 

















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 




0144 03037200 1 030155 2 
03049045 1 












0147 03041031 2 030182 1 
03041039 1 030183 2 













































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























0158 03042071 1 030194 1 
0159 03042073 1 030195 1 
0160 03042075 1 030196 1 
0161 03027000 1 030198 1 
0162 03038000 1 030199 






















































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 





































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 














































































8 67 141 208 631 
0227 04089110 1 040531 1 
0228 04081911 1 040551 1 
0229 04081919 1 040553 1 
0230 04081110 1 040555 1 





0232 04090000 1 040600 1 
0233 04100000 1 040700 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
3 7 6 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
40 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0360 07122000 1 070410 1 
0361 07121000 1 070450 1 
0362 07123000 1 070460 1 
0363 07129030 1 070470 1 
0364 07129050 1 070491 1 
0365 07129090 1 070499 2 
09042010 1 
0366 07131011 1 070511 1 
0367 07131019 1 070519 2 
07132010 1 





0369 C7134010 1 070530 1 
0370 07135010 2 070541 1 
070549 1 
0371 07139010 1 070559 1 
0372 07131090 1 
07132090 1 
070561 2 





0374 07134090 1 070570 1 
0375 07135090 1 070593 1 
47 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 














































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 














































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
3 8 7 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
51 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0493 09095090 1 








































0508 10019010 1 100101 1 
55 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


















































0520 10061010 1 100601 1 
0521 10061091 1 100611 1 
0522 10061099 1 100619 1 
0523 10062010 1 100625 1 
0524 10062090 1 100627 1 
56 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












































0558 11042910 3 110232 
110234 
110239 




0561 11042150 1 110245 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 4 3 
1 3 2 
1 3 2 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
60 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0598 11081910 1 110820 1 
0599 11081100 1 110830 1 
0600 11081300 1 110840 1 
0601 11081400 1 110850 2 
11081990 1 
0602 11082000 1 110880 1 
0603 11090000 1 110900 1 
0604 12040010 1 120112 1 














0607 12021090 1 120131 
0608 12022000 1 120135 
0609 12030000 1 120142 
0610 12071090 1 120144 
0611 12010090 1 120146 
0612 12073090 1 120148 
12 13 12 
61 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


















































0630 12092310 2 120332 
120345 
62 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
7 18 18 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
64 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0664 12123000 1 120850 
0665 12130000 1 120900 
0666 12149010 1 121010 
0667 12141000 1 121091 
0668 12149090 1 121099 
0669 13019000 2 130230 
130299 
0670 13012000 1 130291 
0671 13011000 2 130293 
130295 
0672 13021100 1 130311 



















VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0682 39046100 2 390209 4 
39046900 3 390211 3 
39049000 4 390212 6 
39051100 2 390214 3 
39051900 3 390215 3 
39052000 1 390216 11 
39059000 2 390218 12 
39075000 1 390225 4 
39100000 1 390226 4 
39111000 2 390227 8 
39119090 1 390228 5 
39121100 1 390229 12 
39121200 2 390236 4 
39122011 1 390237 5 
39122019 1 390238 6 
39122090 1 390239 2 
39123100 2 390245 2 
39123910 2 390246 3 
39123990 2 390251 2 
39129010 3 390252 1 
39129090 3 390253 3 
39139010 1 390254 3 
39139090 1 390257 4 
39140000 3 390259 5 
39152000 1 390261 5 
39159011 1 390267 2 
39159013 1 390269 11 
39159019 10 390271 2 
39159091 1 390272 1 
39159093 12 390273 12 
39159099 13 390276 1 
39169011 2 390277 6 
39169013 1 390279 5 
39169015 1 390285 2 
39169019 5 390287 11 
39169051 1 390291 7 
39169059 11 390292 5 
39169090 15 390294 11 
39171010 2 390296 13 
39171090 2 390298 14 
39172110 1 390305 1 
39172191 1 390307 8 
39172199 1 390308 3 
39172210 1 390312 5 
39172291 1 390314 5 
39172299 1 390315 10 
39172310 1 390317 1 
39172391 1 390321 2 
39172399 1 390323 4 
39172911 1 390325 1 
39172913 9 390327 10 
39172915 11 390329 1 
39172919 11 390331 8 
39172991 1 390333 1 
39172999 5 390336 5 
39173110 1 390337 1 
67 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 









































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0682 44071030 2 510410 7 
44071050 1 510411 17 
44072110 1 510413 5 
44072131 1 510415 6 
44072139 1 510417 8 
44072150 1 510418 6 
44072210 1 510421 9 
44072231 1 510423 8 
44072239 1 510425 9 
44072250 1 510427 5 
44072310 1 510428 7 
44072330 2 510432 7 
44072350 1 510434 8 
44079110 1 510436 5 
44079131 1 510441 7 
44079139 1 510448 5 
44079150 1 510452 1 
44079210 1 510454 10 
44079230 2 510455 2 
44079250 1 510456 1 
44079910 1 510458 2 
44079930 2 510462 1 
44079950 1 510464 1 
44081010 1 510466 4 
44081030 1 510472 3 
44081050 1 510474 3 
44082010 1 510476 4 
44082030 1 510481 3 
44082050 1 510489 3 
44089010 1 510493 3 
44089030 1 510494 3 
44089050 1 510497 3 
44091090 4 510498 3 
44092091 1 530900 1 
44092099 3 531011 2 
44151090 2 531015 2 
44152010 1 531020 2 
44185000 1 531101 2 
44190000 4 531103 3 
44201000 1 531107 2 
44209090 2 531111 2 
44219091 1 531113 2 
44219099 2 531117 2 
46012010 1 531120 9 
46019110 1 531130 3 
46019910 1 531140 3 
46021091 1 531152 2 
46021099 1 531154 3 
46029010 1 531158 2 
46029090 1 531172 2 
48022090 2 531174 2 
48025190 4 531175 2 
48025200 4 531182 3 
48025319 1 531184 3 
48025390 3 531188 3 
48026010 3 531191 3 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0682 48192010 2 550973 1 
48192090 2 550975 9 
48193000 3 550976 9 
48194000 3 550977 4 
48195000 4 550978 4 
48196000 2 550979 9 
48232000 2 550980 9 
48235190 1 550981 4 
48235990 4 550982 4 
48237090 1 550983 9 
48239010 1 550984 9 
48239071 1 550985 4 
48239079 1 550987 4 
48239090 1 550988 9 
49090000 3 550989 9 
49100000 6 550990 3 
49111010 1 550991 3 
49111090 1 550992 7 
49119150 1 550993 7 
49119191 1 550998 3 
49119199 1 550999 3 
49119910 1 560503 4 
49119990 1 560505 4 
50071000 2 560507 4 
50072010 2 560509 4 
50072021 2 560511 4 
50072031 2 560513 3 
50072039 2 560515 3 
50072041 2 560519 3 
50072051 2 560521 4 
50072059 2 560523 4 
50072061 2 560525 4 
50072069 2 560528 4 
50072071 2 560532 4 
50079010 3 560534 3 
50079030 3 560536 3 
50079050 3 560538 6 
50079090 3 560539 6 
51091090 1 560542 6 
51099090 1 560544 6 
51100000 2 560545 4 
51111100 3 560546 3 
51111910 2 560547 3 
51111990 2 560551 3 
51112000 3 560555 3 
51113010 5 560561 3 
51113030 4 560565 3 
51113090 4 560571 3 
51119010 2 560575 3 
51119091 2 560581 3 
51119093 2 560585 3 
51119099 2 560591 3 
51121100 2 560595 3 
51121910 2 560599 3 
51121990 2 560611 3 
51122000 4 560615 3 
73 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0682 51123010 4 560620 3 
51123030 4 560701 1 
51123090 4 560704 8 
51129010 2 560705 7 
51129091 2 560707 8 
51129093 2 560708 6 
51129099 2 560710 8 
51130000 2 560712 7 
52042000 1 560715 8 
52071000 2 560719 7 
52079000 2 560720 8 
52081190 6 560722 7 
52081211 3 560725 8 
52081213 3 560729 7 
52081215 3 560730 15 
52081219 2 560731 12 
52081291 3 560735 15 
52081293 2 560738 12 
52081295 2 560739 8 
52081299 2 560740 7 
52081300 3 560741 8 
52081900 3 560743 7 
52082190 4 560745 9 
52082211 3 560746 8 
52082213 2 560747 9 
52082215 2 560749 7 
52082219 2 560750 7 
52082291 3 560751 5 
52082293 2 560755 5 
52082295 2 560756 5 
52082299 2 560759 4 
52082300 3 560760 4 
52082900 3 560761 4 
52083100 4 560765 4 
52083211 3 560767 3 
52083213 2 560768 4 
52083215 2 560769 4 
52083219 2 560770 4 
52083291 3 560771 3 
52083293 2 560772 4 
52083295 2 560773 4 
52083299 2 560774 4 
52083300 3 560777 2 
52083900 3 560778 3 
52084100 3 560782 4 
52084200 3 560783 4 
52084300 3 560784 4 
52084900 3 560787 3 
52085100 3 571021 2 
52085210 3 571029 2 
52085290 2 571031 2 
52085300 4 571039 2 
52085900 4 571050 3 
52091100 3 571062 1 
52091200 3 571068 1 
52091900 3 571070 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 









































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0682 52121410 3 590871 2 
52121490 3 590879 2 
52121510 3 591301 
52121590 3 591311 
52122110 3 591313 
52122190 3 591315 
52122210 3 591319 
52122290 3 591332 1 
52122310 3 591334 35 
52122390 3 591335 16 
52122410 3 591339 55 
52122490 3 600101 7 
52122510 3 600110 9 
52122590 3 600130 8 
53091111 2 600140 4 
53091119 2 600151 3 
53091190 2 600155 2 
53091910 2 600162 8 
53091990 2 600164 8 
53092110 2 600165 7 
53092190 2 600168 7 
53092910 2 600172 7 
53092990 2 600174 7 
53101010 4 600175 6 
53101090 3 600178 6 
53109000 5 600181 3 
53110010 10 600189 16 
53110090 4 600192 9 
54011090 1 600194 9 
54061000 1 600196 8 
54071000 4 600197 8 
54072011 2 600198 10 
54072019 2 600592 4 
54072090 6 600593 4 
54073000 14 600594 4 
54074100 5 600595 4 
54074210 5 600597 13 
54074290 5 600599 14 
54074300 7 620193 1 
54074410 4 620195 1 
54074490 4 620199 1 
54075100 5 620201 1 
54075200 6 620209 3 
54075310 6 620240 1 
54075390 5 620242 1 
54075400 5 620244 2 
54076010 5 620246 2 
54076030 6 620251 2 
54076051 6 620259 2 
54076059 6 620261 3 
54076090 6 620265 3 
54077100 5 620283 5 
54077200 6 620285 5 
54077310 3 620287 5 
54077391 5 620289 7 
54077399 5 620320 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 









































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
0682 55102000 1 732250 1 
55103000 1 732310 5 
55109000 1 732329 2 
55111000 13 733192 2 
55112000 11 733310 2 
55113000 12 733390 2 
55121100 2 733420 1 
55121910 2 733805 2 
55121990 3 733871 2 
55122100 2 733879 2 
55122910 2 733882 1 
55122990 3 733891 1 
55129100 2 733898 1 
55129910 2 734015 3 
55129990 3 734017 6 
55131110 2 734021 3 
55131130 2 734025 5 
55131190 2 734031 2 
55131200 2 734033 2 
55131300 2 734041 2 
55131900 2 734043 5 
55132110 2 734057 1 
55132130 2 734063 1 
55132190 2 734082 1 
55132200 2 734084 5 
55132300 2 734088 8 
55132900 2 734094 9 
55133100 2 734098 16 
55133200 2 741910 2 
55133300 2 741980 7 
55133900 2 750510 1 
55134100 2 750580 1 
55134200 2 750610 1 
55134300 2 750620 1 
55134900 2 750680 3 
55141100 2 760820 2 
55141200 2 760900 1 
55141300 2 761091 2 
55141900 2 761099 1 
55142100 2 761610 1 
55142200 2 761615 1 
55142300 2 761671 7 
55142900 2 761698 12 
55143100 2 780690 4 
55143200 2 790690 2 
55143300 2 800600 3 
55143900 2 821200 2 
55144100 2 830400 1 
55144200 2 830610 1 
55144300 2 830691 1 
55144900 2 830695 2 
55151110 2 830710 4 
55151130 2 830731 1 
55151190 3 830735 1 
55151210 2 830738 1 
55151230 2 830741 4 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 









































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 
0683 140199 1 10 10 





















































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 











































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTA 
RELAT 
0706 15153010 1 150715 
0707 15153090 1 150717 
0708 15111010 1 150719 
0709 15159021 1 150722 
0710 15071010 1 150726 
0711 15141010 1 150727 
0712 15151100 1 150728 
0713 15131110 1 150729 










0716 15159031 1 150751 
0717 15079010 1 150754 
0718 15151910 1 150757 
0719 15111090 1 150761 
0720 15119099 1 150763 
0721 15122190 1 150772 
0722 15071090 1 150773 
8 
90 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 











































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































25 13 38 42 
0764 16041210 1 160451 1 
0765 16041991 1 160492 1 








VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































0783 17049010 1 170401 1 
94 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


















0785 17041091 1 
17041099 1 
170404 































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 











































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































































































0825 20060090 1 200480 1 
0826 20079920 1 200521 2 
20079951 1 












































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 




































0855 20089219 1 200631 
0856 20089231 1 200632 
0857 20089239 1 200633 
0858 20089941 1 200634 
0859 20083051 1 200635 
101 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































0874 20089250 2 200654 1 
200655 1 
0875 20089951 1 200657 1 
0876 20083071 1 200658 1 
0877 20083075 1 200661 1 
102 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTA 
RELA 
0896 20084091 1 200688 
0897 20086071 1 200689 
0898 20086079 1 200690 
0899 20089291 1 200692 
0900 20084099 1 200693 
0901 20085099 1 200694 
0902 20087099 1 200695 
0903 20086091 1 200696 
0904 20086099 1 200697 
0905 20089979 1 200698 














0909 20091119 1 
20091919 1 
200707 2 
0910 20092019 1 
20093019 1 
200708 2 




VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































0916 20097030 1 200723 2 
20098050 1 
0917 20097099 2 
20098069 2 












0919 20096071 1 200726 









VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 




0928 20092099 2 200745 
200775 
0929 20093031 1 200746 
0930 20093039 1 200750 
0931 20094030 1 200751 
0932 20094099 2 200753 
200786 
0933 20095010 2 200755 
200788 
0934 20095090 2 200757 
200789 








































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































0962 21013091 1 210250 2 
107 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 
0962 21013099 1 



































0977 19023010 1 210704 1 
108 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































0995 22042121 1 220516 1 
109 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
110 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 









































1025 22051090 2 220631 
220651 









VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1086 23069099 230499 
1087 23070011 1 230510 2 
23070019 1 
1088 23070090 1 230530 1 
1089 23089011 1 
23089019 1 
230620 
1090 23081000 1 
23089030 1 
230650 
























1095 23091070 1 
23099070 1 
230760 2 
1096 24011010 1 240102 1 
1097 24012010 1 240109 1 
115 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












































1130 25041000 2 250410 2 
25049000 2 250450 2 









1133 25070010 1 250711 1 
117 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1134 25070090 1 250719 1 
1135 25085000 2 250721 2 
































1150 25151100 1 251511 2 
25151200 2 251541 1 
1151 25152000 3 251518 1 
118 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTA 
RELAT 
1185 25270000 1 252800 
1186 25281000 1 253010 
1187 25289000 1 253090 
1188 25292200 1 253111 
1189 25292100 1 253115 
1190 25291000 1 253191 
1191 25293000 1 253199 
1192 25304000 1 253220 
1193 25301000 1 253230 
1194 25302000 1 253250 
1195 25303000 1 253260 
1196 25309000 1 253290 
1197 26012000 2 260112 
260114 
1198 26011100 2 260115 
260118 
1199 26011200 1 260119 
1200 26020000 2 260121 
260129 
1201 26121010 1 260131 
1202 26121090 1 260139 
121 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1240 26209070 260377 
1241 26209080 260381 
1242 26209091 260383 













































































3 15 16 31 31 
1245 27011110 1 
1246 27011190 1 
1247 27011210 1 
1248 27011290 1 
27011900 1 
1249 27012000 1 
1250 27021000 1 








1252 27030000 2 270310 1 
270330 1 
124 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































270411 1 1 
270419 1 1 
270430 1 1 
270480 1 1 
270500 1 1 
270600 1 1 
270711 1 1 
270719 1 1 
270721 1 1 




270731 1 1 
270733 1 1 
270735 1 1 
270737 1 1 
270740 1 1 
270753 1 1 




1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 6 5 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
125 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 









































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1321 28012000 1 280170 1 
1322 28020000 1 280200 1 
1323 28030010 1 280310 1 
1324 28030030 1 280320 1 
1325 28030090 2 280330 1 
280380 1 



























VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
132 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1392 28253000 2 282871 
282879 
1393 28256090 1 282880 
1394 28256010 1 282882 































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
3 5 4 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
3 4 3 
134 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































1435 28321000 1 283710 2 
28322000 1 
1436 28323000 1 283730 1 
1437 28331100 1 283810 3 
28331900 1 
28332910 1 
1438 31043000 2 283825 1 
310421 1 
1439 28332500 1 283827 1 
1440 28332700 1 283841 1 
1441 28332600 1 283843 1 
1442 28332100 1 283845 1 
135 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































283847 1 1 
283849 1 1 
283850 1 1 
283861 1 1 
283865 1 1 
283871 1 1 
283875 1 1 
283881 1 1 
283882 1 
283883 1 
283889 1 1 
283890 1 1 
283910 1 1 
283930 1 1 
283950 1 1 
283960 1 1 
283970 1 1 
284010 1 1 
284021 1 1 




1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
3 4 3 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 L 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
136 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 











































1474 28369300 1 284265 
1475 28369100 1 284268 
1476 28364000 1 284271 
1477 28366000 1 284272 
1478 28367000 1 284274 
137 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 













































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































































































1569 29041000 1 290310 1 
1570 29042010 1 290331 1 
1571 29042090 1 290339 1 
1572 29049010 1 290351 1 
1573 29049090 1 290359 1 
1574 29051100 1 290411 1 
143 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































1602 29061300 2 290515 
290516 




































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
6 12 11 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
147 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































291118 1 1 
291130 1 
291151 1 
291159 1 1 
291153 1 1 
291170 1 1 
291181 1 1 
291183 1 1 
291191 1 
291193 1 1 
291197 1 1 
291200 1 1 
291311 1 1 
291312 1 1 
291313 1 1 
291316 1 
291318 1 1 
291321 1 
291323 1 1 
291325 1 1 
291326 1 1 




1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
3 4 3 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
148 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
3 4 3 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
2 3 2 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
2 3 2 
150 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































1707 29171300 2 291521 
291523 
1708 29171990 1 291527 
1709 29172000 1 291530 
1710 29173500 1 291540 
1711 29173600 1 291551 
151 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 








1713 29173100 1 291561 
1714 29173200 1 291563 
1715 29173410 1 291565 
1716 29181100 1 291611 
1717 29181910 1 291613 
1718 29181200 1 291616 
1719 29181300 1 291618 
1720 29181400 1 291621 
1721 29181500 1 291629 
1722 29181600 1 291631 
1723 29181700 1 291633 
1724 29181930 1 291636 
1725 29181990 2 291641 
291645 
1726 29182100 2 291651 
291653 
1727 29182310 1 291655 
1728 29182390 1 291657 
152 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1729 29182200 1 291659 
1730 29182910 2 291661 
291671 
1731 29182930 1 291663 
1732 29182950 2 291665 
291667 
1733 29182990 1 291675 
1734 29183000 3 291681 
291685 
291689 

























VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































1755 29214310 1 292252 1 
1756 29214390 1 292254 1 
1757 29214400 2 292261 1 
292269 1 
1758 29215110 1 292291 1 
1759 29215190 1 292299 2 
29215900 1 
1760 29221100 1 292311 1 
1761 29221200 1 292314 1 
1762 29221300 1 292316 1 
154 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1763 29221900 2 292317 1 
292319 1 
1764 29222200 1 292331 1 
1765 29222100 1 292339 2 
29222900 1 
1766 29223000 1 292350 
1767 29224100 1 292371 
1768 29224990 2 292373 
292379 
1769 29224200 1 292375 
1770 29224910 1 292377 
1771 29224930 1 292378 
1772 29232000 1 292410 
1773 29231010 1 292420 
1774 29231090 1 292480 2 
29239000 1 
1775 29241000 3 292513 1 
292515 1 
292519 1 
1776 29242100 2 292531 1 
292539 1 
1777 29335110 1 292541 1 
1778 29335130 1 292545 1 
1779 29242990 2 292549 3 
155 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































10 17 16 
156 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1794 29303000 293150 







































































16 11 27 27 




1798 29321200 1 
29329010 1 
293501 2 
1799 29321300 1 
1800 29349010 1 
1801 29333100 1 
1802 29331110 1 
1803 29331190 2 
1804 29342010 1 










VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 










































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTA 
RELAT 
1886 30059051 1 300435 
1887 30059055 1 300439 
1888 30059099 1 300499 
1889 30061010 1 300510 
1890 30061090 1 300520 
1891 30062000 1 300525 
1892 30065000 1 300590 


























3 10 18 20 
1894 31025010 1 310210 1 
1895 31021010 1 310215 1 
1896 31023010 1 
31023090 1 
310220 2 
1897 31022910 1 310240 1 
1898 31022100 1 310250 1 
1899 31021091 1 
31021099 1 
310280 2 
1900 31031000 1 310315 1 
163 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 


















1947 32151100 1 321331 
1948 32151900 1 321339 
1949 32159030 1 321350 
















VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1964 33012957 1 330146 2 
33012959 1 
















1967 33C13000 1 330150 1 
1968 33019090 2 330160 
330699 
1969 33019010 1 330180 
1970 33021000 1 330410 
1971 33029000 1 330490 
1972 3306100,0 1 330631 
1973 33069000 1 330639 
1974 33072000 1 330670 
1975 33073000 1 330680 
1976 34021100 1 340211 
1977 34021200 1 340213 
1978 34021300 1 340215 
168 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
1996 35021091 1 
35029051 1 
350221 2 
1997 35021099 1 350229 2 
35029059 1 
1998 35029070 1 350240 1 
1999 35029090 1 350250 1 































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2013 35061090 1 350639 
2014 35071000 2 350711 
350719 
2015 35079000 1 350799 
2016 36010000 2 360110 
360190 
2017 36020000 1 360200 
2018 36030010 1 360410 
2019 36030090 1 360490 





2021 36050000 1 360600 
2022 36069010 1 360801 
2023 36061000 1 360810 
2024 36069090 1 360890 
2025 37019110 1 370102 
2026 37011010 1 370104 






























VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































2052 38011000 2 380111 
380119 
2053 38012090 1 380130 1 
173 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2054 38021000 1 380310 1 
2055 38029000 2 380390 1 
380398 1 
2056 38030010 1 380510 1 
2057 38030090 1 380590 1 
2058 38040010 1 380600 1 
2059 38051010 1 380710 1 
2060 38061010 1 380811 1 
2061 38061090 2 380815 1 
380819 1 








2063 38070010 1 380910 1 









2065 38083090 1 381135 1 
2066 38083010 1 381170 1 






VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2068 38099100 3 381221 1 
381230 1 
381976 1 

































2082 38232000 2 381903 1 
381904 1 
2 0 8 3 3 8 2 3 9 0 1 0 1 3 8 1 9 0 6 1 
175 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
2084 38171010 1 381907 1 
2085 38171090 1 
38172000 1 
381909 2 
2086 38239020 2 381912 
381914 




2088 38239030 1 381918 1 
2089 38233000 1 381922 1 
2090 38160000 1 381924 1 
2091 38239050 1 381926 1 
2092 38013000 1 381928 1 
2093 38190000 1 381935 1 
2094 38239060 1 381939 1 
2095 38180010 1 381941 1 
2096 38236011 1 381945 1 
2097 38236019 1 381946 1 
2098 38236091 1 381948 1 
2099 38236099 1 381949 1 




VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTA 
RELA 
2101 38200000 1 381957 
2102 38239081 1 381959 
2103 38123010 1 381960 
2104 38220000 1 381962 
2105 38239083 1 381966 
2106 38239085 1 381968 
2107 38239087 1 381972 
2108 38235010 1 381986 
2109 38234000 1 381996 2 
38239095 1 
2110 39094000 2 390111 1 
390113 1 






390129 3 8 
2112 39219041 1 390132 1 
2113 39219043 1 390135 1 
2114 39079100 1 390151 1 










VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2134 39043000 2 390274 1 
390275 1 
2135 39061000 2 390288 2 






















2146 40012910 2 400131 1 
400139 1 
2147 40012100 1 400140 1 
2148 40021100 1 400241 1 
2149 40030000 1 400300 1 
2150 40040000 1 400400 1 
2151 40051000 1 400510 1 
179 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































































100 69 169 273 
181 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



















































































































2210 41062000 1 410499 1 
2211 41072100 1 410520 1 
2212 41071010 1 410531 1 
2213 41072910 1 410539 2 
41079010 1 
2214 41071090 1 410591 1 
2215 41072990 1 410593 2 
41079090 2 410599 1 
2216 41080010 1 410620 1 
185 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






































































































































2233 42040090 2 420481 1 
420489 1 
186 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































2250 43021949 1 430224 2 
187 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
2250 43023055 1 










2253 43021970 1 430235 2 
43023071 1 





2255 43022000 1 430270 
2256 43031090 1 430360 
2257 43040000 2 430410 
430430 
2258 44011000 1 440110 
2259 44013090 2 440120 
440190 
2260 44013010 1 440140 
2261 44020000 1 440200 
2262 44031010 1 440320 
2263 44033410 1 440321 
2264 44033510 1 440322 
188 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























2292 44091010 2 441920 2 
44092010 2 441980 2 
2293 44140000 1 442000 1 



















2302 44170090 2 442591 
442599 
191 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 













2309 45019000 2 450140 
450160 
2310 45020000 1 450200 
2311 45031000 1 450310 
2312 45039000 1 450390 
2313 45041000 3 450410 
45049010 1 450491 
45049090 1 450499 
2314 46011010 1 460201 
2315 46011090 1 460209 
















2 11 15 
2317 47010010 1 
47010090 1 
4 7 0 1 0 2 2 
2 3 1 8 4 7 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 4 7 0 1 1 2 1 
192 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































470120 1 1 
470132 1 1 
470134 1 1 
470136 1 1 
470138 1 1 
470161 1 1 
470169 1 1 
470171 1 1 
470179 1 1 




470210 1 1 
470230 1 1 
470241 1 1 
470249 1 1 
470261 1 1 
470269 1 1 




1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 6 7 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
193 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 










































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 
2385 48150000 1 481200 1 
2386 48204010 2 481301 1 
481870 1 
2387 48163000 1 481310 1 

















2390 48173000 1 481490 1 






























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































2435 50050010 2 500510 
50050090 2 500590 
199 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2473 52029900 1 550390 1 
2474 52030000 1 550400 1 
2475 58031000 2 550710 1 
550790 1 
2476 58021100 1 550810 1 
2477 58021900 3 550830 1 
550850 1 
550880 1 
2478 52081110 2 550903 2 
52082110 2 550910 2 
2479 55031011 1 560111 3 
55031019 1 
55031090 1 
2480 55032000 1 560113 
2481 55033000 1 560115 
2482 55039010 1 560116 
2483 55034000 1 560117 
55039090 2 560118 
2484 55041000 1 560121 
2485 55049000 2 560123 
560128 
2486 55011000 1 560211 
2487 55012000 1 560213 
2488 55013000 1 560215 
203 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2505 53031000 1 570310 2 
53039000 3 570330 1 
570350 1 
2506 53041000 1 570410 2 
53049000 1 
2507 53082010 2 570701 
570703 
2508 53082090 1 570707 
2509 53081000 1 570710 
2510 53083000 1 570720 
2511 53089090 1 570790 
2512 57011010 1 580101 
2513 57011091 1 580111 
2514 57011093 1 580113 
2515 57011099 1 580117 
2516 57019010 1 580130 
2517 57019090 1 580180 

























VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES 






















































- CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 4 5 4 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 1 
1 2 3 2 
1 2 3 2 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 1 
1 2 3 2 
1 1 2 1 
2 3 5 4 
2 3 5 4 
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 1 
207 
VOLUME 3 : M IN IMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1 9 8 8 / N IMEXE 1 9 8 7 
VOLUME 3 : AGREGATS STABLES MIN IMUM - NC 1 9 8 8 / N IMEXE 1 9 8 7 
MSA 
ASM 
2 5 4 8 
2 5 4 9 
2 5 5 0 
2 5 5 1 
2 5 5 2 
2 5 5 3 
2 5 5 4 
2 5 5 5 
2 5 5 6 
2 5 5 7 
2 5 5 8 
2 5 5 9 
2 5 6 0 
2 5 6 1 
2 5 6 2 
2 5 6 3 
2 5 6 4 
2 5 6 5 
CN/NC 
1 9 8 8 
5 8 1 0 9 1 1 0 
5 8 1 0 9 2 1 0 
5 8 1 0 9 9 1 0 
5 8 1 0 9 1 9 0 
5 8 1 0 9 2 9 0 
5 8 1 0 9 9 9 0 
5 6 0 1 2 2 1 0 
5 6 0 1 3 0 0 0 
5 6 0 7 4 1 0 0 
5 6 0 7 5 0 1 1 
5 6 0 7 5 0 1 9 
5 6 0 7 5 0 3 0 
56 0 7 4 9 1 1 
5 6 0 7 4 9 1 9 
5 6 0 7 4 9 9 0 
5 6 0 7 5 0 9 0 
5 6 0 7 3 0 0 0 
5 6 0 7 9 0 0 0 











5 8 1 0 4 1 1 1 1 
5 8 1 0 4 5 1 1 1 
5 8 1 0 4 9 1 1 1 
5 8 1 0 5 1 1 1 1 
5 8 1 0 5 5 1 1 1 
5 8 1 0 5 9 1 1 1 
5 9 0 1 0 7 1 1 1 
5 9 0 1 2 1 1 
5 9 0 1 2 9 1 1 2 
5 9 0 4 1 1 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 1 2 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 1 4 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 1 5 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 1 7 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 1 8 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 1 9 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 2 1 1 1 1 
5 9 0 4 2 3 1 
5 9 0 4 5 0 1 
5 9 0 4 6 0 1 
5 9 0 4 8 0 2 2 4 
5 9 0 4 3 1 1 1 1 
TOTAL 
1 + 2 
TOTAL 




















VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2577 61069030 1 600527 2 
61069050 1 600528 2 
61069090 1 600529 2 
61071100 1 600530 2 
61071200 2 600532 2 
61071900 2 600533 2 
61072100 2 600534 2 
61072200 3 600535 2 
61072900 2 600536 2 
61079100 1 600538 2 
61079200 1 600539 2 
61079900 2 600540 2 
61081110 1 600541 2 
61081190 1 600542 2 
61081910 1 600543 2 
61081990 2 600544 2 
61082100 1 600545 2 
61082200 2 600546 2 
61082900 2 600547 2 
61083110 1 600548 2 
61083190 1 600549 2 
61083211 1 600550 2 
61083219 1 600551 2 
61083290 1 600552 2 
61083900 2 600554 2 
61089100 1 600558 2 
61089200 1 600560 5 
61089910 1 600563 6 
61089990 1 600565 12 
61091000 3 600566 3 
61099010 1 600568 6 
61099030 5 600570 3 
61099090 1 600571 3 
61101010 1 600572 3 
61101031 1 600573 3 
61101039 1 600574 3 
61101091 1 600575 5 
61101099 1 600576 5 
61102010 1 600577 5 
61102091 1 600578 5 
61102099 1 600579 5 
61103010 2 600580 8 
61103091 2 600581 4 
61103099 2 600582 2 
61109010 3 600583 2 
61109090 4 600584 7 
61111010 1 600585 3 
61111090 4 600586 8 
61112010 1 600587 7 
61112090 6 600588 7 
61113010 1 600589 9 
61113090 6 600590 9 
61119000 9 600591 4 
61121100 1 600691 5 
61121200 1 600692 2 
61121900 1 600696 5 
211 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































































2578 59021010 1 591115 3 
59022010 1 
59029010 1 
2579 59069910 1 591120 
2580 59070000 1 591200 
2581 59080000 1 591400 
2582 59090010 1 591510 
2583 59090090 1 591590 
2584 59100000 1 591600 
2585 59111000 1 591710 




VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 






























5 15 23 
2589 59114000 1 591791 1 
2590 61159100 2 600311 1 
600318 1 
2591 61152011 1 600320 2 
61159330 1 
2592 61152019 2 600324 2 
61159391 2 600326 2 
2593 61152090 2 600340 2 
61159200 1 600380 2 
61159900 1 
2594 61151100 1 600431 1 
2595 6115120,0 1 600433 1 
2596 61151910 1 600434 2 
61151990 1 
2597 63053110 1 600596 1 
2598 63021010 1 600598 1 





2600 62011100 1 610103 26 
213 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2600 62034919 2 610234 2 
62034931 1 610235 3 
62034939 3 610236 2 
62034950 2 610237 3 
62034990 4 610239 2 
62041100 1 610240 3 
62041200 2 610241 2 
62041300 2 610242 4 
62041910 2 610243 6 
62041990 1 610244 4 
62042100 1 610245 3 
62042210 1 610247 2 
62042290 2 610248 3 
62042310 1 610252 3 
62042390 2 610253 3 
62042911 1 610254 3 
62042919 2 610255 2 
62042990 1 610257 3 
62043100 1 610258 4 
62043210 1 610262 3 
62043290 2 610264 2 
62043310 1 610266 4 
62043390 2 610268 6 
62043911 1 610272 6 
62043919 2 610274 2 
62043990 1 610276 2 
62044100 1 610278 2 
62044200 2 610282 2 
62044300 2 610283 2 
62044400 2 610285 3 
62044910 1 610286 2 
62044990 1 610289 2 
62045100 1 610293 5 
62045200 2 610295 8 
62045300 2 610297 5 
62045910 2 610299 3 
62045990 1 610311 2 
62046110 1 610315 2 
62046180 2 610316 2 
62046190 1 610318 4 
62046211 1 610351 2 
62046231 2 610355 2 
62046233 1 610359 3 
62046235 2 610381 5 
62046251 1 610385 4 
62046259 3 610389 6 
62046290 2 610401 1 
62046311 1 610409 3 
62046319 2 610411 2 
62046331 1 610413 2 
62046339 3 610418 3 
62046390 2 610491 5 
62046911 1 610493 4 
62046919 2 610498 6 
62046931 1 611010 6 
62046939 3 611090 6 
215 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2600 62160000 1 
62171000 2 
62179000 8 172 115 287 390 
2601 62111100 2 610122 
610123 






















2613 62152000 2 610730 
610740 
2614 62159000 1 610790 
2615 62123000 1 610920 




VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2617 62122000 1 610940 1 
2618 62121000 1 610950 1 
2619 63011000 1 620110 1 
2620 63013090 1 620120 1 
2621 63012091 1 620181 1 
2622 63012099 1 620185 1 














2626 63026000 1 620271 1 
2627 63029110 1 620272 1 
2628 63029190 1 620274 1 
2629 63029200 1 620275 2 
63029390 1 620277 2 
63029900 2 
2630 63051010 1 620311 1 




VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































2643 63101010 1 630211 1 
2644 63101030 1 630215 1 
2645 63101090 1 630219 1 
2646 63109000 1 630250 1 
2647 64011010 1 640111 2 
64023010 1 
219 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 





















































2671 64069930 1 640510 1 
221 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2686 65069200 1 
65069900 2 
650690 2 
2687 65069110 1 650630 1 
2688 65061010 1 650650 2 
65069190 1 
2689 65061030 1 650670 1 


















2699 67021000 3 670211 2 
67029000 3 670219 2 
670220 2 
2700 67030000 2 670310 1 
670380 1 
2701 67041100 1 
67041900 1 
670410 2 
2702 68010000 1 680100 1 
223 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2720 68062010 1 680720 1 
2721 68062090 3 680730 1 


























2732 68121000 2 681310 1 
681351 1 














681355 6 15 15 
2734 68129010 1 681338 1 
225 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












































2748 69039090 3 690320 1 
690330 1 
690380 1 










VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















2752 69060000 2 690610 1 
690690 1 




























690899 2 12 11 
2756 69089011 1 690830 
2757 69089031 1 690850 
2758 69091100 2 





2760 69091900 2 690981 
690989 
2761 69111000 2 691110 2 
69119000 2 691190 2 
2762 69120010 1 691210 1 
2763 69120030 1 691220 1 
2764 69120050 2 691231 1 
227 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































691239 1 1 
691290 1 1 
691420 1 1 
691440 1 1 
691490 1 1 
700110 1 1 
700115 1 
700120 1 1 
700301 2 
700311 1 
700321 1 2 
700315 1 1 
700323 1 1 
700328 1 1 
700411 1 
700429 1 1 
700421 1 1 
700430 1 
700499 1 1 








1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
3 5 4 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 3 2 
228 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



























































































































































2791 70072110 1 700801 1 
229 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2811 70109077 1 701059 
2812 70109081 1 701061 
2813 70109087 1 701069 
2814 70109099 1 701090 
2815 70112000 2 701101 
70119000 1 701190 
2816 70111000 1 701130 
2817 70120010 1 701210 
2818 70120090 1 701220 























2821 70132111 1 701332 1 
2822 70132119 1 701334 1 
2823 70133110 1 701338 2 
70139110 1 
2824 70132191 1 701342 1 
2825 70132199 1 701344 1 
2826 70133190 1 701348 2 
70139190 1 
231 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 
2846 70181090 1 701919 
2847 70161000 1 701991 
2848 70189090 1 701999 
2849 70199010 1 702030 
2850 70193900 2 702035 
70199099 1 702050 
2851 70199030 1 702040 
2852 70193200 1 702045 
2853 70191010 1 702052 
2854 70191059 1 702060 
2855 70191051 1 702070 
2856 70192011 1 702073 
2857 70192031 1 702077 
2858 70192035 1 702079 
2859 70193100 1 702080 
2860 70199091 2 702085 
702099 
2861 70191099 1 702091 
2862 70192090 2 702093 
702097 
2863 70200010 1 702110 1 
233 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2864 70200030 1 702150 1 
2865 70200090 1 702190 1 
2866 71012100 1 710110 2 
71012200 1 
2867 71011000 2 710121 1 
710123 1 
2868 71021000 1 710201 1 
2869 71022100 1 710203 1 
2870 71023100 1 710209 1 
2871 71031000 1 710215 1 
2872 71039100 2 710291 1 
71039900 3 710296 2 
710298 2 










































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2880 71061000 1 
71069210 1 
710550 2 





2883 71081310 1 710720 1 
2884 71081330 1 710730 1 
2885 71081350 1 710740 1 
2886 71081100 1 710750 2 
71081390 1 
2887 71090000 1 710800 1 
2888 71101100 2 710901 1 
710911 1 
2889 71101910 1 710913 1 
2890 71101930 1 710915 1 
2891 71101950 1 710917 1 
2892 71101990 1 710918 1 









2895 71110000 1 711000 1 
235 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
2913 72011011 1 730121 1 
2914 72011019 1 730123 1 
2915 72011030 1 730125 1 
2916 72011090 1 730127 1 




2918 72013010 1 730141 1 









736120 2 10 10 
2920 72021110 1 730201 1 
2921 72021190 1 730209 1 
2922 72021900 1 730219 1 
2923 72022110 1 730230 3 
72022190 1 
72022900 1 
2924 72023000 1 730240 1 









2926 72025000 1 730255 1 
2927 72026000 1 730257 1 
237 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





































2939 72044191 2 730353 2 
72044930 2 730355 2 
2940 72044199 1 730359 3 
72044910 1 
72044999 1 
2941 72051000 2 730410 3 
72052100 3 730490 3 
72052900 3 730510 2 









VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






































































































7 85 31 116 250 



















VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES 









































































































































- CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 














1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
3 11 11 
2 3 2 
2 10 14 
1 2 1 
3 9 10 
1 3 2 
3 5 4 
6 9 9 
241 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































2989 73023000 2 731691 
731693 
2990 73029030 1 731695 
2991 73029090 1 731699 
2992 73030010 1 731710 
2993 73030090 1 731780 
731802 1 
11 12 11 
2995 73044910 1 731803 1 
2996 73045910 1 731805 1 
2997 73043910 1 731813 1 




VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































1 12 12 
246 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES 





































































- CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



















3079 73170010 1 733191 1 

































3082 73170091 1 733196 1 










































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































733273 1 1 
733274 1 1 
733276 1 1 
733277 1 1 
733278 1 1 
733279 1 1 
733281 1 1 
733283 1 1 
733286 1 1 
733287 1 1 
733288 1 1 
733289 1 1 
733291 1 1 
733293 1 1 
733295 1 1 
733297 1 1 
733299 1 1 
733410 1 1 




1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
252 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
2 4 3 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
4 10 10 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
253 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 
3128 73241010 1 
73249010 1 
733801 2 
3129 73231000 1 733811 1 
3130 73239310 1 733821 3 
73239410 1 
73239910 1 
3131 73239100 1 733837 2 
73239200 1 
3132 73239390 1 733847 1 





























VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































3155 72189011 1 
72189013 1 
737151 2 
3156 72189015 1 737152 2 
72189019 1 
3157 72249011 3 737154 1 
737156 1 
737159 1 
3158 72071111 1 737155 2 
72072011 1 
3159 72189099 1 737193 1 
255 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES 





































































































































































- CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
2 3 2 
4 9 11 
-
6 24 31 
11 22 33 
256 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































































































































3196 74072110 4 740301 2 
259 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 






3206 74122000 2 740801 1 
740890 1 
3207 74121000 1 740810 1 






3209 74141000 1 741110 1 
3210 74149000 2 741130 
741180 
3211 74151000 1 741520 
3212 74153210 1 741593 
3213 74160000 2 741610 
741690 
3214 74170000 2 741710 
741790 
3215 74181000 1 741810 
3216 74182000 1 741880 
3217 74191000 1 741920 
3218 74199100 2 741971 
741979 




VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































3237 76051100 1 760212 3 
76051910 2 760221 2 
262 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 











































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3270 76169030 1 761661 1 
3271 81041100 1 770111 1 
3272 81041900 1 770113 1 
3273 81042000 2 770131 1 
770135 1 




























3285 78041100 2 780411 1 
780419 1 
3286 78042000 1 780420 1 
265 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3287 78060010 1 780610 1 





3289 79012000 1 790115 
3290 79020000 1 790130 
3291 79040000 2 790200 
79060000 1 790400 
3292 79050011 1 790312 
3293 79050019 1 790316 
3294 79050090 1 790319 
3295 79031000 1 790321 
3296 79039000 1 790325 
3297 79071000 1 790610 
3298 80011000 1 800111 
3299 80012000 1 800115 
3300 80020000 1 800150 
3301 80030000 2 800200 
80060000 2 800510 
800520 
3302 80040000 1 800300 
3303 80051000 2 800411 
800419 
266 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


















































810418 1 1 
810420 1 1 
810422 1 1 
810423 1 1 
810425 1 1 
810427 1 1 
810429 1 1 
810430 1 1· 
810431 1 1 
·-
810433 1 1 
810436 1 1 
810438 1. 1 
810440 1 1 
810442 1 1 
810443 1 1 
810445 1 
810447 1 
810491 2 2 
810448 1 
810493 1 1 












































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































3353 28443059 3 810472 
810474 
810476 
3354 81091010 1 810480 
3355 81091090 1 810482 
3356 81099000 1 810483 
3357 81129190 1 810494 
3358 81129990 1 810495 
269 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































































1 3 2 
90 118 
271 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























3395 82119400 820960 
3396 82121090 821111 
821119 
3397 82121010 821115 




























































13 10 23 25 
3400 82015000 1 821310 1 




3402 83011000 1 830110 1 






3404 83013000 1 830130 1 
3405 83014011 1 830151 1 
273 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3421 83079090 1 830880 1 
3422 83081000 2 830910 1 
830930 1 
3423 83082000 2 830950 1 
830960 1 
3424 83089000 1 830999 1 
3425 83061000 1 831100 1 
3426 83099010 1 831329 1 
3427 83091000 1 831330 1 
3428 83111010 1 831520 1 






















3437 84061911 1 840511 1 
275 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3450 84073410 1 
84079050 1 
3451 84073499 1 840637 2 
84079099 2 840650 
3452 84081010 1 840652 
3453 84081021 1 840653 
3454 84081025 1 840654 
3455 84081030 1 840655 
3456 84081040 1 840656 
3457 84081050 1 840657 
3458 84081060 1 840658 
3459 84081070 1 840660 
3460 84081080 1 840661 
3461 84081090 1 840662 
3462 84082010 1 840663 
3463 84082031 2 840664 
840666 
3464 84082035 1 840667 
3465 84082037 1 840669 
3466 84082051 1 840670 
3467 84082055 1 840671 
277 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































840672 1 1 
840673 1 1 
840677 1 1 
840678 1 1 
840683 1 1 
840684 1 1 
840685 1 1 
840686 1 1 
840687 1 1 
840688 1 1 
840689 1 1 
840690 1 1 
840691 1 1 
840692 1 1 
840696 1 1 
840698 1 1 







1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 7 6 
278 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 








3515 84132090 1 841032 1 
3516 84133090 1 841034 1 
3517 84135050 1 841038 3 
84136090 2 841048 1 
84138190 2 841078 1 
3518 84136030 1 841041 1 
8 


























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 











































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3541 84143091 1 841136 
3542 84143099 1 841137 
3543 84144010 1 841143 
3544 84144090 1 841145 
3545 84148021 1 841151 
3546 84148029 1 841159 
3547 84148060 1 841171 
3548 84148071 1 
84148079 1 
841173 2 

























3552 84158390 1 841239 1 
3553 84159090 1 841280 1 
3554 84161010 1 841311 1 
3555 84161090 1 841315 1 
10 14 
283 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 






















3560 84189910 1 841505 
3561 84182110 1 841506 
























VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELA 






























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3590 84212390 1 841870 1 
3591 84212190 1 841873 1 
3592 84212200 1 841875 1 
3593 84213190 1 841882 1 
3594 84221100 1 841901 1 
3595 84229000 3 841904 1 
841909 1 
841998 1 
3596 84221900 1 841906 1 
3597 84222000 1 841992 2 
84223000 2 841996 1 

























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































































































































































3621 84251991 1 842211 
3622 84251999 1 842212 
3623 84252000 2 842213 
842214 
3624 84253991 1 842215 
3625 84253190 1 842217 
3626 84253999 1 842219 
289 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
























































842229 1 2 
842235 1 1 
842236 1 1 
842237 1 1 
842241 1 1 
842242 1 1 
842243 1 1 
842245 1 1 
842256 1 1 
842259 1 1 
842262 1 1 
842276 1 1 
842278 1 1 
842296 1 1 







1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
4 6 5 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
290 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3678 84371000 2 842561 
84378000 2 842910 
842930 















































2 2 4 4 
293 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































843001 1 1 
843005 1 1 
843020 1 1 
843030 1 1 
843040 1 1 
843131 1 1 
843139 1 
843159 1 1 
843141 1 1 
843149 1 1 
843151 1 1 
843211 1 1 
843220 1 1 
843230 1 1 
843240 1 1 
843250 1 1 
843280 1 1 
843310 1 1 




1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
294 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
3738 84454000 1 843693 
3739 84461000 1 843711 
3740 84462100 2 843716 
84462900 1 843717 
3741 84463000 1 843718 
3742 84472010 1 843721 
3743 84472091 1 843723 
3744 84472093 1 843725 
3745 84472099 2 843729 
843741 
3746 84471100 1 843736 
3747 84471200 1 843738 
3748 84479000 1 843750 
3749 84459000 1 843770 
3750 84481100 1 843812 
3751 84481900 1 843818 
3752 84483100 1 843832 
3753 84483200 1 843833 
3754 84483310 1 843836 
3755 84483390 1 843837 
297 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 























































3772 84529000 1 844115 1 
298 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTA 
RELA 
3773 84524000 1 844117 
3774 84523000 1 844130 
3775 84531000 1 844201 
3776 84532000 1 844210 
3777 84538000 1 844250 
3778 84539000 1 844280 
3779 84541000 1 844310 
3780 84542090 1 844330 
3781 84542011 1 844351 
3782 84542019 1 844359 
3783 84543010 1 844371 
3784 84543090 1 844379 
3785 84549000 1 844390 





3787 84553010 1 844493 1 
3788 84553031 1 844494 1 
3789 84553039 1 844496 1 
3790 84553090 1 844498 1 
299 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
3 7 8 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
300 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES 
































































- CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
3 6 5 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
2 5 4 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
8 4 6 7 9 2 0 0 
84679900 
301 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































































































































3833 84712040 1 845331 1 
3834 84712050 1 845333 1 
3835 84712060 1 845335 1 
3836 84712090 1 845339 1 
302 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 4 3 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
1 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
4 7 6 
1 2 1 
307 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




















































































































































































































1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
5 10 9 
309 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 









































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































































































3950 85061910 1 850340 2 
85061990 1 




































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



















































































































































11 20 20 
851253 
315 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































































































































4036 85282071 2 
85282073 2 
85282079 2 
4037 85281091 1 
85281099 1 
85282090 2 
4038 85253010 1 












VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



































































































































4055 85311090 1 851730 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 







































4063 85322200 1 851827 




























































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
4115 85414099 1 852139 1 









4118 85412190 1 852151 2 
85412990 1 
4119 85411091 1 852153 1 
4120 85414010 1 852154 1 
4121 85411099 1 852157 1 
4122 85413090 1 852159 1 
4123 85415090 1 852160 1 






















4126 85421171 1 852171 1 
4127 85422000 1 852179 1 
4128 85428000 1 852181 1 
323 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM - NC 
1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 
















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 








































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 
4252 88052010 1 880540 
4253 88052090 1 880590 
4254 89060010 1 890110 





4256 89012010 1 890130 
4257 89020011 1 890140 
4258 89013010 1 890150 
4259 89019010 2 890161 
890165 
4260 89039110 1 890170 
4261 89039210 1 890173 
4262 89020019 1 890174 








4264 89012090 1 890183 1 
4265 89013090 1 
89019099 1 
890185 2 
4266 89019091 1 890186 1 







VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 





















































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES 
VOLUME 3: AGREGATS STABLES MINIMUM 
CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
4312 90072100 1 
90072900 1 
4313 90082000 1 900911 1 
4314 90081000 1 900915 1 
4315 90083000 1 900929 1 
4316 90084000 1 900930 1 
4317 90089000 1 900970 1 
8 
4318 90091100 1 901022 3 
90091200 1 
90092100 1 
4319 90099010 1 901028 1 
4320 90093000 1 901032 1 
4321 90099090 3 901038 1 
901047 1 
901049 1 
4322 90092210 1 901041 1 
4323 90092290 1 901043 1 
4324 90121000 1 901100 2 
90129000 1 
4325 90111000 1 901211 1 
4326 90118000 1 901219 1 
4327 90112000 1 901230 1 
4328 90119000 1 901270 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 









































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












































































































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES 




























































































- CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
2 3 2 
4 9 9 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
2 4 4 
345 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
4430 91099090 1 910890 1 









910980 4 10 
































4444 92021000 1 920210 1 
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VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 



























































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT, 









































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 




































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
4509 94011090 1 940106 1 
4510 94019010 1 940108 1 
4511 94012000 1 940120 1 
































4514 94019090 3 940191 
940193 
940199 
4515 94029000 1 940290 
4516 94032010 1 940311 
4517 94036090 2 940315 
940369 
4518 94037010 1 940319 
4519 94032091 1 940321 
4520 94031010 1 940323 
4521 94031051 1 940325 
4522 94031059 1 940327 
4523 94031091 1 940333 
4524 94031093 1 940335 
351 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 













































4540 94042100 2 940411 
940451 
4541 94049090 2 940419 
940499 
4542 94041000 1 940430 1 
352 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 










































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 






















































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

























































































































































































VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 


























4611 96086010 1 980353 
4612 96086090 1 980359 
4613 96089930 1 980361 
4614 96089991 1 980371 












4625 96139000 2 981005 
981080 
4626 96131000 1 981010 
4627 96132010 1 981021 
357 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 

















































981029 1 1 
981030 1 
981050 1 1 
981040 1 1 
981110 1 1 
981191 1 1 
981195 1 1 
981199 1 1 
981210 1 1 
981290 1 1 
981410 1 1 
981450 1 1 
981520 1 1 
981530 1 1 
981570 1 1 
981600 1 1 
990100 1 1 
990200 1 1 





1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT. 
1 2 1 
2 3 2 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
1 2 1 
2 
358 
VOLUME 3: MINIMUM STABLE AGREGATES - CN 1988/ NIMEXE 1987 












1 + 2 
TOTAL 
RELAT 
4647 97050000 990500 
4648 97060000 990600 
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